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The project goal was to gain a fundamental understanding of how to achieve low friction and wear in ultrastrong carbon-based materials. Experimentally, an in situ nanotribometry method was used, which enables nanoscale visualization of sliding contacts inside the transmission electron microscope (TEM). These experiments are in turn modelled computationally using molecular dynamics, allowing better understanding of the atomic-scale processes controlling friction and wear. The focus was on the behavior of silicon-silicon, silicon-diamond, and diamond-like-carbon (DLC)-diamond interfaces. For silicon-silicon interfaces, nanocontacts showed a sliding-history and stress-dependent adhesion, where sliding increased adhesion by more than 16 times. This effect was enhanced by the applied normal stress. This is explained in terms of stress-activated covalent bond breaking that only occurs during sliding. For silicon in sliding contact with diamond, the observed adhesion increases with applied stress and speed. This dependence is explained in terms of tip geometry changes due to atomic-scale plasticity. For DLC interfaces, wear during sliding and the evolution of adhesion forces were characterized. Wear was measured as a function of load and sliding distance. Gradual wear with sliding was observed with the wear rate increasing with the average contact stress, but not following the classic Archards wear law nor to recently observed behavior following transition state theory. The wear behavior over the full range of stresses is well described by multi-bond wear model that exhibits a change from Archard-like behavior at high stresses to a transition state theory description at lower stresses. Adhesion showed large scatter, which was attributed to stochastic covalent bond breaking and formation events. In summary, this work shows that understanding adhesion and wear requires care.
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Abstract: Our goal was to gain a fundamental understanding of how to achieve low friction and wear in ultrastrong carbon-based materials. Experimentally, we used an in situ nanotribometry method, which enables nanoscale visualization of sliding contacts inside the transmission electron microscope (TEM). These experiments are in turn modelled computationally using molecular dynamics, allowing better understanding of the atomic-scale processes controlling friction and wear. Since the last report, we focused on the behavior of silicon-silicon, silicon-diamond, and diamond-like-carbon (DLC)-diamond interfaces. For silicon-silicon interfaces, we found that nanocontacts showed a sliding-history and stress-dependent adhesion, where sliding increased adhesion by more than 16 times, and this effect was enhanced by the applied normal stress. We explain this in terms of stress-activated covalent bond breaking that only occurs during sliding. For silicon in sliding contact with diamond, we observe that the observed adhesion increases with applied stress and speed, and explain this dependence in terms of tip geometry changes due to atomic-scale plasticity. For DLC, we characterized wear during sliding, and the evolution of adhesion forces. Wear was measured as a function of load and sliding distance. Gradual wear with sliding was observed with the wear rate increasing with the average contact stress, but not following the classic Archard’s wear law nor to recently observed behavior following transition state theory. The wear behavior over the full range of stresses is well described by multi-bond wear model that exhibits a change from Archard-like behavior at high stresses to a transition state theory description at lower stresses. We then observed that adhesion showed large scatter, which we attribute to stochastic covalent bond breaking and formation events. In summary, this work shows that understanding adhesion and wear requires careful consideration of the interplay of mechanics and chemistry at the interface.

1 Introduction

Our goal is to characterize and understand the atomic-scale mechanisms governing the tribological behavior (friction and wear) of hard carbon materials during initial sliding contact, in order to understand what controls and enables the transition from high to low friction and wear. Developing this scientific insight is important to enable widespread usage of these materials to applications such as vibrating joints, contacting and sliding surfaces in micro- and nanoelectromechanical systems for sensors and actuators, joints in vacuum or anhydrous environments (as found in the upper atmosphere and in outer space), and protective coatings for bearings, bushings, and gears in engines, turbines, and other aerospace components. The research was carried out using a unique in situ transmission electron microscopy (TEM) nanotribometry method that both PI’s have collaboratively developed, thanks in part to prior AOARD support. This method allows us to visualize and quantify atomic-level processes occurring in sliding contacts through real time, real space, high resolution TEM measurements of a contact pair, where contact forces are precisely measured and controlled.
1.1 Current Challenges in Tribology of Carbon-Based Materials

The mechanical and tribological properties of carbon-based films are, under the right conditions, superior to almost all other materials. Diamond, the stiffest and hardest bulk material known, can be grown in a smooth nanocrystalline thin film form with equivalent mechanical performance (ultrananocrystalline diamond - UNCD). These films can exhibit friction coefficients of 0.01 and less (as slippery as ice), and wear rates corresponding to fractions of an atomic layer per pass of the sliding interface (<10⁻¹⁰ mm³N⁻¹m⁻¹) with no lubricant needed 8-10. These characteristics far exceed those of well-lubricated interfaces of high performance steels and other expensive coatings.

Despite this potential, the widespread use of these materials is inhibited by a lack of scientific understanding of the initial process of wear, the so-called “run-in” process. While the steady-state wear rate and friction is often low, the initial rate of friction and wear during the “run-in” period, can be high. This “run-in” period may consist of only a few cycles of sliding, during which the contacting asperities become smoother, and local stresses, friction, and wear decrease, sometimes by orders of magnitude. However, in some cases, this “run-in” continues indefinitely 11-14. This is a catastrophic outcome: sliding parts can wear out far earlier than expected, or seizure. Small changes in load, environment, sliding rate, surface roughness, and sample preparation have been observed to affect whether or not this crucial transition takes place. Results are largely empirical; there is a lack of scientific understanding of the atomic-scale processes in the contact that control whether the transition to low friction and wear occurs. Developing fundamental knowledge of these processes is crucial, and is the key to rationally designing and controlling coatings and operating parameters so that stable, low, reliable friction and wear performance can be obtained for engineered systems using these materials.

Previous studies by the PIs on interfacial contact conditions including atomic and macro scale studies show that the behavior of individual asperity contacts at the nanoscale plays a critical role in the run-in process15-19. More recent research, including by the both PI’s, points toward specific atomic-scale mechanisms strongly affecting the sliding behavior of these materials, including: rehybridization from sp³ to sp²-bonding of the C atoms20, formation of bonds across the interface and subsequent atomic bond breaking21, and the strong passivating influence of small quantities of adsorbates9,22. However, many of these observations are indirect or inferred, and others have not been studied in a systematic way that allows understanding of the run-in transition (namely the contact interactions on the surface separation and the real contact area for an asperity) to be investigated.

2 Experimental methodology

2.1 In situ TEM Tribometry

To address our research goals, over the last few years we have developed a unique in situ TEM tribometry method that allows atomic-scale characterization of a single-asperity sliding contact. Both PI’s Carpick and Jeng have a Hysitron PI-95 PicoIndenter TEM specimen holder, which was used for this purpose. This instrument measures normal load and displacement simultaneously inside a TEM, and can position an indenter in three dimensions with nanometer scale precision (Figure 1). While the standard configuration is designed for indentation, we developed a method for laterally sliding the indenter (by using integrated piezoelectric controls) against an atomic force microscope (AFM) cantilever. In this configuration, we can study the sliding behavior of several contact pairs (one material in the indenter, other material in the AFM tip) while observing the process with the TEM, allowing atomic-scale resolution of the mechanisms of deformation, adhesion, friction, wear, and failure at the sliding interface.

![Figure 1: In situ TEM setup. (a) The Picoindenter TEM holder. The dashed rectangle is shown in b) in more detail. A piezo tube allows the indenter to attain three dimensional motion with sub-nm resolution.](image)
The *in situ* TEM methodology has the key advantages of live-imaging the process of wear and of resolving volumes removed from the sliding asperity as low as 25 nm³ in volume. These capabilities are critical for probing the run-in period of wear. Moreover, since the measurements are carried out *in situ*, the analytical and crystal-characterization capabilities of the TEM can be leveraged to obtain further insights on the wear processes. All these can be done in sequence with sliding experiments to observe and understand the structural changes occurring.

As part of the present project, the PI developed and published a method for enabling characterization of AFM cantilever probes in the AFM. While scanning probe microscopy (SPM) enables detailed characterization of the geometric, mechanical, and transport properties of surfaces, the technique is often hindered by incomplete knowledge of the shape of the scanning probe. Various authors have measured tip geometry using scanning of known features or imaging of the tip using electron microscopy. The former technique requires complex numerical algorithms with multiple analysis parameters; the latter typically requires custom fixturing and suffers concerns about repeatability and contamination. Here we demonstrate a novel fixture and a practical guide to imaging SPM probes using electron microscopy, which minimizes or eliminates these disadvantages. The dissemination of this fixture and technique will enable a broader community of researchers to improve the quality of SPM imaging and the quantitative analysis of results.

The experimental procedure consists of bringing the indenter surface and AFM tip in contact; the force is controlled by displacing the indenter beyond this point a given amount against the AFM tip, whose spring constant has been calibrated before. Subsequently, lateral sliding motion at a predetermined speed and duration is imposed on the contact. After sliding is finished, the contact is separated. This process is captured on video, allowing post-processing analysis for metrology of the force and observation of failure events. Furthermore, before and after sliding, high-resolution images of the tip are recorded, thus allowing visualization of volume loss (wear) due to sliding (quantified in post-processing), and of any structural change.

2.2 *In situ* TEM Nanoindentation Experimental methodology: tip on tip and tip on flat

The experimental methodology using the followed here is identical to the methodology in Ref. 1 except where an AFM tip was used as the lower surface in place of a diamond indenter. The following gives a detailed account of the methodology.

The upper AFM cantilever spring constants in these experiments were calibrated with the Sader method. The spring constants ranged from 0.20 to 1.51 N/m. The experimental steps were:

1) obtain images of the upper AFM probe at a range of magnifications; magnifications from 40kx to 80kx are optimal for subsequent comparison to tip images after sliding since they include features from the sides of the tips (the shank), which provide stable fiducial markers to align images before and after each sliding test,

2) align the upper silicon probe in the focal plane of the lower diamond indenter or silicon probe,

3) slowly (<1 nm/s) bring the lower probe or indenter toward the upper silicon probe using fine z-positioning whereupon a snap-in of the cantilever and probe occurs when the gradient of the probe-sample interaction force (primarily due to van der Waals (vdW) attraction) exceeds the spring constant of the cantilever,

4) execute sliding if desired,

5) halt sliding and slowly (<13 nm/s) manually retract the diamond indenter or lower silicon probe to break contact; adhesion will keep the upper probe in contact with the indenter or lower probe until the spring force from the upper cantilever exceeds the adhesive force, at which point the upper probe quickly snaps off of the indenter’s surface, and

6) obtain images of the upper probe at similar or identical magnifications and conditions as the pre-test images from step 1.

3 Results and Discussion

3.1 Silicon adhesion probed with the *in situ* TEM nanoindentation methodology

Silicon is the most abundant element in terrestrial rock, it is the primary material used in the semiconductor industry, and is the primary material used in scanning-probe microscopy (SPM or AFM) and tip-based nanolithography (TBN) research and industries. Thus, a complete understanding of its surface properties and interactions with other materials of interest is of general importance. Using our unique *in situ* TEM
nanoindentation and sliding methodology, we discovered never before observed adhesion phenomena experienced by self-mated silicon contacts and silicon against diamond. Though adhesion generally increases with sliding speed and stress regardless of the material pair, there are clear differences between them in the mechanisms controlling adhesion.

3.1.1 Self-mated silicon nanoasperities show sliding-history and stress-dependent adhesion

Six groups in situ TEM tip-on-tip nanoindentation and sliding experiments were done on six different days with different self-mated silicon probe systems. The native silicon dioxide was removed by either wearing it off prior to recording data or by fracturing the apexes of each probe before acquiring data. Figure 2 provides details for the history of each probe system. Tests done within a group were either contact-separate (CS) or contact-slide-separate (CSS). As their names indicate, CS tests had no sliding whereas sliding was induced after coming into contact during CSS experiments.

![Figure 2 Images of the probes used in the six groups of experiments (columns labeled by experiment number) taken before all experiments in that group (first row), during a representative experiment in that group (middle row), and after a representative experiment in that group (bottom row). Down arrows indicate whether the oxide was removed via wear or fracture and right arrows indicate when a different probe from the previous probe was used.](image)

Over two hours of video consisting of 433 CS and CSS experiments was captured and is available at this link [https://youtu.be/CE1ROm_rmXg](https://youtu.be/CE1ROm_rmXg)

The videos clearly show that adhesion is very low when performing a CS experiment, but it surprisingly increases substantially when sliding is induced during a CSS experiment. Furthermore, when a CS experiment is performed immediately following a CSS experiment the adhesion usually returns to low or undetectable values. This is the first observation of reversible i.e., sliding-history-dependent adhesion for any material and certainly the first observed in situ. This phenomenon has important implications for tunable adhesion technologies like transfer printing and pick-an-place manufacturing where the ability to control the magnitude of adhesion is critical.

Statistics of the adhesion force are shown in Figure 3 and are differentiated by group, demonstrating the significant statistical increase of adhesion that occurs when sliding is induced. Overall, there was an average of 19 times increase in adhesion from CSS tests over CS tests and increases as high as 32 times were measured.
Figure 3 Statistics for the adhesion experiments. Shown are the cumulative probability of the pull-off forces (gray solid and dashed lines, right axes) versus pull-off forces and the counts (black solid and dashed lines, left axes) of the pull-off forces versus pull-off force, all demarcated by whether sliding was induced. The number of bins was calculated using the Freedman-Diaconis rule to more closely resemble the underlying distribution.

It was also observed that the rate of increase of adhesion with sliding speed was influenced by contact stress, which itself was estimated using the DMT contact mechanics approximation for normal stress of hard spheres with short-range adhesion. This dependence is shown in Figure 4 and grows quite linearly with the stress.

![Figure 4](image)

Figure 4 Average \( \frac{F_{\text{pull-off}}}{\text{speed}} \) vs. average DMT stress for all contact-separate and contact-slide-separate tests. The dashed line is a linear fit. The error bars are standard deviations of the means.

We hypothesize that the reversible and stress-dependent nature of adhesion can be explained by the stress-modulated evolution of silicon surface passivation, as detailed in Figure 5. Initially, the silicon surfaces exposed to the TEM chamber after removing their oxide will be highly reactive and residual molecular hydrogen within the chamber will form silicon-monohydride bonds. These are low energy and thus highly unlikely to form bonds, which is why low adhesion is measured during CS tests. However, when sliding is induced, the high shear stress that arises from the speed dependence of friction vis-à-vis the thermal Prandtl-Tomlinson (PTT) model \(^3\) will break the monohydride bonds and re-expose reactive silicon atoms, which can form covalent bonds across the interface, thus significantly increasing adhesion. Once the contact is separated, hydrogen repassivates the reactive surface, thus returning the surface to a low-energy state. The work of adhesion measured from CS tests was found to be \( 8.7 \pm \frac{3.6}{\text{N/m}} \), consistent with vdW interaction, while for CSS tests it
was found to be \(4.5 \pm 0.27 \text{eV} \) far greater than any previously reported values for any silicon termination and approaching the cleavage energy of Si(111).

![H-silicon: Molecular hydrogen](image)

**Figure 5 Illustration of the silicon-silicon adhesion mechanism.**

A manuscript of this work has been submitted to Nature Materials (NM18072522) and is currently under review.

### 3.2 Silicon adhesion against diamond as a function of stress and speed

Diamond is the hardest known material and as such is an important surface to study in order to further develop applications where scratch and wear resistance is crucial such as hard-disk drive coatings and cutting tools. Diamond is also being looked at as a potential replacement for silicon in semiconductors and MEMS; diamond has a larger bandgap than silicon, is a better conductor of heat, and has superior electron mobility. Having a deeper understanding of diamond’s surface properties and tribological mechanisms will be very useful for future commercialization. In this work, we performed *in situ* TEM nanoindentation of silicon nanoasperities sliding against flat diamond surfaces.

We found that adhesion of silicon sliding against diamond depends strongly on both contact stress and sliding speed. Molecular dynamics (MD) simulations performed by our collaborators of varying silicon probe roughness, diamond surface chemistry, and contact/sliding conditions complement the experimental studies. These coupled studies contribute to the growing body of adhesion research that is revealing the role of controlled energetic inputs such as temperature and normal and shear stress on interfacial chemical behavior.

#### 3.2.1 Silicon asperities sliding against diamond show sliding-speed and stress-dependent adhesion

A fundamental mathematical description of the experimentally measured pull-off force of a spherical silicon tip on a flat diamond surface yields

\[
F_{eff} = F_{vdW} + F_{c\alpha\beta} + F_{supp} \tag{1}
\]

where \(F_{eff} \) is the experimentally measured pull-off force. For a spherical tip against a flat surface, this effective force is a combination of several contributions. First is the van der Waals force of an ideal sphere against an ideal flat surface in the DMT approximation i.e., \(F_{vdW} = \frac{W_{vdW}}{2R} \), where \(W_{vdW} \) is the van der Waals work of adhesion and \(R \) is the radius of the sphere. Next is the force to cleave any bonds, \(F_{c\alpha\beta} \). Finally, any supplemental forces that arise either due to deviations from the ideal geometric assumptions arising from roughness can be condensed into one term, \(F_{supp} \). Thus, the effective work of adhesion between a spherical tip
and a surface can be defined as

$$W_{eff} = \frac{F_{ad}}{A_{f}} = W_{ad} + \frac{F_{pl} A_{f}}{E A_{f}} + \frac{F_{wear} A_{f}}{E A_{f}}$$  \hspace{1cm} (2)$$

The effective work of adhesion for these tests, as defined in equation 2, is plotted against the normal contact stress in Figure 2. The normal contact stress, was calculated using the DMT model \([18]\). All tests were conducted at adhesion only i.e., with no external applied force.

Figure 6 Effective work of adhesion plotted against the DMT normal contact stress for the speeds 2, 20, and 200 nm/s. The magenta line is an estimate of the ideal work of adhesion for silicon against diamond taken from Moore and Houston \(^8\).

Remarkably, \(W_{eff}^\prime\) increases exponentially with normal stress. \(W_{eff}^\prime\) also increases with sliding speed for a given normal stress. Figure 7 illustrates the growth of exponential coefficient \(b\) from a fit to the heuristic equation \(W_{eff}^\prime = a \exp (b \times \sigma_n)\) on sliding speed, exhibiting the logarithmic trend.

Figure 7 The slope from Figure 2 for each sliding speed, showing that the adhesion grows logarithmically with sliding speed

Simulations provide unique insights into the complex phenomena occurring in the interface between silicon and diamond. For this study, simulations with varying diamond hydrogen termination, applied force, silicon tip roughness, and sliding speed were performed. Figure 8 shows three time-sequential snapshots of a simulation of a rough silicon tip sliding on 100% Hydrogen-terminated diamond. It shows that the initially rough surface is smoothed out through plasticity and wear.
Figure 8 Sequential video snapshots from a simulation of a rough silicon asperity sliding against 100% H-terminated diamond. The roughness of the apex shown in the first frames is reduced during sliding and is apparent after contact is broken.

Relative to indent-only tests, the mechanism of smoothing during sliding tests increases adhesion. This is shown quantitatively in Figure 9 which displays force-distance curves for (a) indent-hold retract (IHR) tests and (b) indent-hold-slide-hold-retract (IHSHR) tests i.e., tests with sliding, for different applied forces. For IHR and IHSHR tests adhesion, which is the most negative normal force value, increases in magnitude when applied force increases. This is due to wearless and atomic-level plastic deformation due to irreversible compressing of protruding atomic asperities. Thus, we have identified one possible mechanism that modulates $V_{eff}$ stress and sliding-induced smoothing of the tip surface. This modulation likely only has an effect on the lower values of $V_{eff}$. Importantly, the true $V_{min}$, i.e., $V_{min}$ must then lie somewhere between the lowest value reported in Figure 6 and the highest, with all changes of $V_{eff}$ smaller than $V_{min}$ with stress and speed occurring because of smoothing and changes in $V_{eff}$ larger than $V_{min}$ with stress and speed being dominated by stress-activated covalent bonding.

Figure 9 Force-displacement curves during retraction only for a rough silicon tip against 100% hydrogen terminated diamond from MD simulations for (a) indent-hold-retract and (b) indent-hold-slide-retract. Adhesion is greater in the case of sliding and also increases with increased applied force. Text below each graph indicates roughness values. Roughness does not change substantially from indenting or sliding.

A manuscript detailing this work is in preparation.

3.3 DLC wear and adhesion and the extended Multi Bond (eMB) wear model

Diamond-like carbon (DLC) has exceptional mechanical and tribological properties such as high hardness, low wear (in humid environments), and low friction. DLC is thus a material that is of great interest in several industrial and research applications such as hard disk drive coatings, cutting tool coatings, low friction surfaces, scanning-probe microscope coatings, and aerospace applications. For the latter application, it is necessary to properly quantify DLCs properties under a range of environmental conditions, but one very important environment is vacuum since space is a vacuum. Additionally, studies in vacuum eliminate the environmental variable such that results for a material pair are fundamental.
The wear and adhesion behavior of DLC asperities in vacuum has not been previously explored to the extent that silicon, another important material, has enjoyed. Nor has there been a concerted effort to compare wear behavior of DLC nanoasperities between environments. To fill in these gaps in knowledge we performed both in situ TEM wear and adhesion experiments in vacuum and ex situ AFM wear experiments in an environment with a small level humidity. To gain a better understanding of the adhesion results we collaborated with experts in molecular dynamics simulations at the United States Naval Academy and Oakland University. The wear results were analyzed with a new wear model developed in collaboration with researchers at Johns Hopkins University.

3.3.1 ex situ DLC AFM wear and extended Multi Bond (eMB) wear model

Seven DLC-coated AFM probes were worn at varying applied forces against Nioprobe surfaces in a controlled relative humidity of 3 ± 3%. The probes were imaged in TEM before wear, after specified intervals of wear against the Nioprobe surfaces, and after completion of the wear tests. Figure 10 shows TEM images of the seven probes used in this study before sliding, after 102 mm of sliding and after 512 mm of sliding. Progressive wear of the DLC coating is readily apparent and its severity correlates strongly with applied force. Figure 11 shows AFM topography images from scans with the seven probes against Nioprobe surfaces. The gradual dulling of the probes is evident from the decreasing resolution of the sharp features of the Nioprobe surface as the experiments progress. Figure 12 displays traces of the two-dimensional TEM profiles of the seven DLC-coated probes imaged at specified intervals in the wear experiment.

![Figure 10 TEM images of the seven DLC-coated Si tips showing the evolution of tip geometry due to wear with sliding. Images of each tip before the wear scans (top row), after sliding for 102 mm (middle row), and after sliding for 512 mm (bottom row). The loading conditions, including the applied external load, $F_{ext}$, the initial adhesive load, $F_{adho}$, and the calculated initial mean contact pressure, $\sigma_0$, are listed.](image-url)
Figure 11 Contact mode topographic AFM images of Nioprobe surfaces acquired using tips 1−7 before the wear test (top row), after scanning 102 mm (middle row), and after scanning for 512 mm (bottom row). The in-plane (x−y) dimensions of the AFM images are 1 × 1 μm², and the z-height range of all AFM images is set at 20 nm (see contrast bar).

Figure 12 Two-dimensional (2-D) tip profiles extracted from the TEM images of tips at different scan distances. Symbols represent data obtained from image processing of TEM images, whereas solid lines are power-law fits to the tip profiles.

A recent model developed at the University of Pennsylvania describes a new wear process known as atom-by-atom (ABA) wear. As the name suggests, ABA wear is gentle removal of single atoms, as opposed to the more commonly observed abrasive wear seen in macro and mesoscale studies. Using the wear volume obtained by subtracting probe volumes calculated from TEM images taken before and after sliding increments, along with DMT contact mechanics estimates of the contact area , (which uses the probe radius and total normal force), and also the sliding time, we estimated the reaction rate i.e., the rate at which atoms are lost due to wear, normalized by the average number of atoms in contact:

\[ \Gamma_{\text{atom-loss}} = \frac{V_{\text{wear}}}{\pi \sigma \rho \text{contact} \Delta t \text{slide}}. \]  

This equation relates directly to Arrhenius kinetics. An equation was proposed to compare the experimental data analyzed with equation 3 to a form consistent with Arrhenius chemical reaction rates i.e.,

\[ \Gamma_{\text{atom-loss}} = f_0 \exp \left( \frac{-\Delta G^*}{k_B T} \right). \]
where $f^0$ is the attempt frequency on the order of $10^1$ to $10^3 \text{s}^{-1}$, $\Delta V_{act}$ is the activation volume, $\bar{E}$ is the DMT normal stress, $k_B$ is Boltzmann’s constant, and $T$ is the temperature. Figure 13 plots ABA wear results for all seven DLC probes using equation 3 against the DMT normal stress $\bar{E}$. Also plotted is a fit using equation 4, which shows good consistency with data at low stresses but is a poor fit at high stresses. To address this mismatch, a more general model of ABA wear was developed in conjunction with collaborators at Johns Hopkins University.

![Figure 13 Normalized atomic wear rate (i.e., number of atoms removed from the tip per unit time normalized by the estimated number of atoms in contact) as a function of mean contact stress. Two models are fit to the data: (1) a transition state wear model is fit to data with $\sigma < 0.3 \text{ GPa}$; and (2) a multibond model is fit to the full data set.](image)

Figure 14 illustrates the more general kinetics model, which is dubbed the extended Multi Bond (eMB) model. Instead of the wear process being one-way i.e., a bond is formed then worn off, the possibility of the bond breaking without wear is included. In the terms used in Figure 14, an unbonded pair of atoms across the interface must first overcome the energy to bond, denoted as $\Delta E_{on}$. In the low energy state of being bonded it can either wear off by overcoming the energy barrier $\Delta E_{wear}$ (a.k.a. $\Delta U$ from equation 4) or it can return to its original state by overcoming the energy barrier $\Delta E_{off}$. All of these considerations lead to a more general statement of the reaction rate:

$$
\dot{f}_{\text{atom}} = \int_0^\infty \left( \frac{f_{\text{atom}}}{f_{\text{on}} f_{\text{off}}} \right) \left( \frac{E_{\text{on}} \sqrt{\pi}}{(E_{\text{wear}} + E_{\text{off}} + \Delta U)^2} \right) \exp \left( \frac{d \Delta E_{\text{off}}}{d \Delta E_{\text{wear}}} \right) d \Delta E_{\text{off}}
$$

Equation 5 is also plotted in Figure 13 illustrating the eMB model’s ability to capture the ABA wear rate at an expanded range of stress where the cruder model of equation 4 cannot.
Figure 14 A schematic of the multibond model with wear as an additional process. Transition A represents the formation of bonds between asperity and surface. B represents the breaking of these bonds while C represents the breaking of bonds in the asperity or surface. B represents the breaking of these bonds while C represents the breaking of bonds in the asperity or surface leading to wear.

Manuscripts detailing this work have been published 9,10.

3.3.2 in situ TEM DLC adhesion and wear coupled with molecular dynamics (MD) simulations

Using the in situ TEM nanoindentation tip on flat methodology, adhesion experiments of DLC probes on a flat diamond indenter were performed. Figure 15 illustrates this experimental setup. Five different tips were used to make and break contact many times in order to accumulate statistics for pull-in and pull-off forces and wear.

Figure 15 a. Schematic representation of the experimental setup using the Hysitron Picoindenter. The dashed circle is detailed in b, where a schematic close-up of the indenter and AFM cantilever is shown. c. Example of a high-resolution image taken before a contact (scale bar 10 nm). d. Frame of a video during contact (scale bar 200 nm). e. Example of a high-resolution image taken after a contact (scale bar 10 nm). f. Example of a time versus force curve extracted from the TEM videos, showing pull-in force, pull-off force and maximum external force. A close-up of the pull-in event is shown in the inset. d and f were obtained from the same contact event.

Figure 16 shows the evolution of pull-in and pull-off forces across a number of indents from one experiment as well as averages for all experiments. Clearly, the pull-off forces vary more than the pull-in forces. This occurs because pull-in forces are only affected by long-range attractions such as van der Waals (vdW) forces, which are a function only of the geometry, barring material differences. The variability in pull-off forces arises because of covalent interactions that form when in contact. The stochastic nature of bonding leads to large and random pull-off forces.
Simulations headed by collaborators at the United States Naval Academy and Oakland University provide further support for the covalent bonding hypothesis. Figure 17 illustrates both the simulated DLC probe and the diamond substrate (darkened areas on the substrate show the different regions where adhesion tests were performed).

Two different potentials were employed in this study, the AIREBO and the REBO-S. The AIREBO only simulates long-range forces such as vdW interactions and is therefore most appropriate for comparing to pull-in forces. Indeed, as Figure 18 a illustrates, pull-in forces (the lowest force in the Force-Distance plot) are very consistent despite the different regions they were measured in. Alternatively, the REBO-S potential models both long-range interactions and covalent interactions and is thus best suited for pull-off forces that are influenced by chemical bonds. As Figure 18 b shows, there is substantially more variability in pull-off forces between the different contact regions using the REBO-S potential; this is consistent with there being a stochastic nature to covalent bonding and consistent with what was observed experimentally.
Figure 18 Simulated force versus displacement approach curves obtained using the a. AIREBO and the b. REBO-S potentials. Letters A-E correspond to different contact points on a 40% hydrogen terminated diamond surface.

This collaboration also produced the Hamaker constant of DLC in high vacuum $8.1 \pm 9.7 \times 10^{19}$ Joules. An Archard wear rate of $0.001 \text{ mm}^3/\text{N.m}$ was found consistently between experiments and simulations. This value is significantly higher than values reported for DLC in environment. The wear trends could not be fit by the ABA wear model of equation 4. Analysis is in progress to compare the wear results to the eMB model of equation 5 but it is quite possible that wear of DLC in vacuum (without a passivating environment) is too high to be explained by such a gentle wear regime. Finally, simulations produced results that were quite counterintuitive. Figure 19 shows that, for diamond surface hydrogen termination surface concentrations of 50% and less experience a smaller ratio of pull-off force to number of bonds when sliding is performed, suggesting that lower hydrogen terminations along with the induction of sliding lead to weaker interfacial interactions. This intriguing result is currently being studied closely in collaboration.

Figure 19 Effect of hydrogen termination on the pull-off force and number of bonds across the interface for both indentation and sliding. Inset summarizes the indentation results.

A manuscript detailing this work has been published 11.

3.4 Multi-scale MD investigations into of Atomic Adhesion-induced Wear

In the theoretical study, an atomic-scale model of mechanical contact behaviors between a DLC tip and a diamond (111) surface has been investigated by PI Prof. Jeng (CCU), in close resemblance to the experiments
During the initial approach of the DLC tip toward the diamond surface, an attraction (pull-in) occurs due to van der Waals forces between the DLC-diamond interfaces, where subsequently the end of a DLC tip forms a covalent bond across the interface. These bonds attached to the diamond surface are then broken as the DLC tip is retracted, leading to the DLC atoms remain on the diamond surface. The MD simulation results reveal that the adhesion-induced wear between DLC and diamond under ambient conditions (Figure 20), generated by the formation of multiple peel-off mechanism on the asperities of interfaces after the sliding. Atomic-scale adhesion test and MD simulation were used to obtain the relationship between interfacial reactions (pull-in and pull-off behaviors) and physical properties (surface roughness, volume loss and sliding speed), respectively.

Figure 20 Atomic snapshots showing contact-induced adhesion

3.5 In-situ thermal stability analysis of DLC

A synchronized system integrating Raman spectroscopy and depth-sensing techniques was applied to analyze the microstructure, mechanical properties and surface roughness of DLC films in-situ. This integrated system equipped with a high-temperature chamber coupled with feedback control made it possible to study the temperature effects on the mechanical properties and the microstructure of the films (Figure 21). A series of a-C films with different sp$^3$ content were deposited on Si substrates using a filtered cathodic arc vacuum (FCVA) deposition system.

Our study confirms previous results that the thermal stability of the a-C films depends on their sp$^3$ content. The results also show that the structural change is accompanied by a significant increase in the surface roughness. This synchronized characterization technique demonstrates that the film hardness decreases with temperature even before any chemical changes detected using Raman spectroscopy. Moreover, the surface of the films is more sensitive to the temperature compared to the bulk as evidenced by the surface roughness characterization, showing that the surface roughness starts to rise at temperatures lower than for the onset of structural transition in the bulk. Nanoscratch and nanowear further support the conclusion that the surface sensitivity to temperature is greater than for the bulk.

Figure 21 In-situ studies to monitor materials change during the thermo-mechanical tests
3.5.1 As-deposited films structure

To study the effect of the initial sp³ content of a-C films on their thermal stability, four sample films were deposited under different deposition conditions. The substrate bias voltage and \( P_{Ar} \) were varied to change the microstructure of the films. This allowed us to study both the effect of deposition conditions on the microstructure and mechanical properties of deposited films and also their thermal stability. The essential parameters of the deposition are shown in Table 1. Two films ‘\( \alpha \)’ and ‘\( \gamma \)’ were deposited at similar argon pressure (\( P_{Ar}=1.33\times10^{-1} \)), but different bias voltage: ‘\( \alpha \)’ – with low bias voltage (−80 V) and ‘\( \gamma \)’ – with high bias voltage (−700 V). Three films ‘\( \beta \)’, ‘\( \gamma \)’ and ‘\( \delta \)’ were deposited with similar bias voltage (−700 V), but at different \( P_{Ar} \): ‘\( \beta \)’ – at \( P_{Ar}=0.66\times10^{-1} \), ‘\( \gamma \)’ – at \( P_{Ar}=1.33\times10^{-1} \) and ‘\( \delta \)’ – at \( P_{Ar}=2\times10^{-1} \).

The Raman spectra of as-deposited films ‘\( \alpha \)’–‘\( \delta \)’ in the range of 900–2000 cm\(^{-1} \) are shown in Figure 22(a). The second order Raman peak for Si seen at ~970 cm\(^{-1} \) in the spectrum of film ‘\( \alpha \)’ is absent in the spectra of other films. The absence of this peak in the spectra of other films may be due to higher sp² contented of these films which should lead to higher absorption coefficient for the Raman probe beam. Trigonally coordinated (sp²) carbon has a higher absorption cross section for the Raman process [25]. Also, the thickness difference between these films (‘\( \beta \)’, ‘\( \gamma \)’, ‘\( \delta \)’) and film ‘\( \alpha \)’ should be taken into account (film ‘\( \alpha \)’ is 16 times thinner than the others). The spectrum of film ‘\( \alpha \)’ shows an asymmetric broad peak at ~1550 cm\(^{-1} \), which is the typical visible Raman spectrum of the ta-C films. This asymmetric broad peak could be attributed to the incorporation of the primary G peak and the weaker D peak. The G mode with \( E_{2g} \) symmetry involves the in-plane bond-stretching vibration of any pair of sp² sites, while the D peak is a breathing mode of \( A_{1g} \) symmetry involving only those sp² sites in rings. The D mode is forbidden in perfect graphite and only becomes active in the presence of disorder [26].

From Figure 22(a) it is obvious that the asymmetric peak is broadening from ‘\( \alpha \)’ to ‘\( \delta \)’ and its center is shifting to lower wavenumbers (from ~1550 cm\(^{-1} \) for film ‘\( \alpha \)’ to 1530 cm\(^{-1} \) for film ‘\( \delta \)’). A multiple Gaussian fit of the spectra into the ‘\( G \)’- and ‘\( D \)’-peaks enables analysis of the structural differences between these films. Peak fitting was performed in the spectral range 900 – 2000 cm\(^{-1} \) using a Gaussian function on the averaged spectrum of the collected spectra (441 spectra) at each temperature. For instance, the result of fitting the spectrum of as-deposited film (at RT) ‘\( \gamma \)’ is shown in Figure 22(b). It should be noted that the Gaussian function is normally used for disordered materials and the Lorentzian function is expected to give a better fit for less-disordered graphite [26]. In analysis of all spectra, lower fitting error was generally reached using the Gaussian function indicating disorder. Therefore, Gaussian fitting is chosen for this study. However, the fit error of Lorentzian becomes as small as for a Gaussian at higher temperatures (\( T>400 \) C). This may indicate that the films become more ordered at higher temperatures. Generally, groups using two Gaussians report the area ratio and not the peak height ratios. Although the difference is negligible for disordered graphite, this is not so for a-Cs. For a-Cs, the broadening of the D peak is associated with distribution of clusters with different orders and dimensions, while the intensity maximum is correlated to the information about the less distorted aromatic rings [26]. In this paper we refer to \( I_G/I_D \) as the ratio of peak heights. The fitting parameter for spectra of as-deposited films ‘\( \alpha \)’ – ‘\( \delta \)’ are given in Table 2. The \( I_G/I_D \) value shows that the sp² content of the films is increasing from film ‘\( \alpha \)’ to ‘\( \delta \)’; hence their sp³
content is decreasing. This is in agreement with the density value of these films given in Ref.27 [27], as density increases with sp³ fraction in DLCs.

Although argon injection into the cathodic arc source facilitates the arc discharge (by ionization of Ar atoms), higher Pₐr will increase the collision and scattering of Ar ions and atoms with carbon ions and leads to reduction in the energy and flux of carbon ions. Hence, Ar background gas increases the number of ions of low kinetic energy that bombard the growing surface but Ar atoms do not, themselves, participate in the film growth. Therefore, reduction in deposition rate is expected when at the same deposition condition the Pₐr is increased [28, 29]. The impact of Pₐr on the deposition rate can be found from comparing the deposition rates of films 'β', 'γ' and 'δ' in table I. It is clear that the increasing the Pₐr leads to lower deposition rate. At higher Pₐr (lower deposition rate), the film growth occurs at reduced carbon ion energy and flux. Therefore, the higher sp² content and specific sp²-bonded configuration is introduced into the film [28-30].

Table 2. Fitting parameters and ID/IG values for the Raman spectra of as-deposited films.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Fitting Parameters</th>
<th>Film ‘α’</th>
<th>Film ‘β’</th>
<th>Film ‘γ’</th>
<th>Film ‘δ’</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>G peak centre, cm⁻¹</td>
<td>1558±1</td>
<td>1546±1</td>
<td>1543±1</td>
<td>1539±1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FWHM (G), cm⁻¹</td>
<td>218±1</td>
<td>203±1</td>
<td>202±1</td>
<td>190±1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>D peak centre, cm⁻¹</td>
<td>1381±1</td>
<td>1392±1</td>
<td>1373±1</td>
<td>1378±1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FWHM (D), cm⁻¹</td>
<td>321±1</td>
<td>355±1</td>
<td>357±1</td>
<td>356±1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ID / IG</td>
<td>0.32±0.01</td>
<td>0.55±0.01</td>
<td>0.58±0.01</td>
<td>0.61±0.01</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

It is also expected that film ‘α’, which is deposited with lower substrate bias voltage (-80 V) has higher sp³ content than film ‘γ’, which is deposited at the same Pₐr but with higher bias voltage (-700 V). This is because of differences in ion energy at different substrate bias voltages; -700 V will result in much higher ion energies than -80 V. At -700 V just small fraction of the kinetic energy of ions will be used for penetration of ions into the surface and entering subsurface interstitial sites. The rest of their kinetic energy will be released ultimately as phonons (heat). Therefore, there will be a local thermal spike in the growing film at -700 V. This leads to a higher sp² fraction for film ‘γ’ growing at higher bias voltage due to the relaxation phenomena induced by thermal energy. This is in agreement with the Raman spectra of the films ‘α’ and ‘γ’ shown in Figure 22 and the higher ID/IG value for the spectrum of film ‘γ’ (0.58) compared to the one for film ‘α’ (0.32).

3.5.2 High temperature characterizations

- **Nanoindentation**

Nanoindentation is the most widely used technique for measuring the mechanical properties of thin films. The results of nanoindentation studies on films ‘β’ – ‘δ’ are shown in Figure 23. The load-displacement curves were obtained following indentation of the coatings to a maximum load of 3000 μN at different temperatures using a tip specially designed for high temperature studies (with Berkovich geometry indenter). For instance, the load-displacement curves at different temperatures for film ‘γ’ are shown in Figure 23(a). The gray arrow shows the direction of temperature rise. It can be seen that the maximum penetration depth (hₘₚₑₜ) increases with temperature rise. The hardness and Young’s modulus data of the films ‘β’ – ‘δ’ against temperatures are plotted in Figure 23(b) and Figure 23(c), respectively. Unfortunately, we are not able to measure the mechanical properties of film ‘α’ at elevated temperatures as the tip used for elevated temperature tests is designed with Berkovich geometry which has much flatter tip radius compared to the one used for measuring intrinsic hardness of film ‘α’ and therefore measured data will be significantly influenced by Si substrate properties for such ultra-thin film. However, the method used to measures the intrinsic hardness of ultrathin film ‘α’ at RT is described in Supplementary Information. It is obvious that the hardness of the as-deposited films (RT hardness) depends on the Pₐr during deposition and increases as Pₐr reduces. As explained earlier, at higher Pₐr (lower deposition rate) the film growth occurs at reduced carbon ion energy and flux resulting in higher sp² content in the growing film. Therefore, one can expect reduction in film hardness by increasing Pₐr, as a film with more sp² content will show more graphitic characteristics.
The load-displacement curves at different temperatures for a film ‘γ’ (The gray arrow shows the direction of temperature rise), b) the hardness against temperature and c) The Young’s modulus against temperature for films ‘β’ – ‘δ’. Each data is the average of 5 tests. The lines are guide to the eye. 

As disused before, the $I_D/I_G$ value for as-deposited films increases from film ‘α’ to ‘δ’, indicating ascending order in sp² content of the films. This is in agreement with the RT hardness data of the films shown in Figure 23 (the higher the sp²/sp³ content, the softer the film). Raising the temperature from RT leads to a slight reduction in hardness of films ‘β’ – ‘δ’. It seems that even small temperature rises affects the hardness of these films. However, the rate of hardness reduction seems to be significantly increased at higher temperatures. For the film ‘δ’, a sharp reduction in the hardness can clearly be seen when the temperature is raised from 300 to 350 °C. Further temperature increase does not change the hardness of this film noticeably. While such a sharp reduction is not clearly evident in the hardness of films ‘β’ and ‘γ’, a change in the hardness reduction slope can be detected for these films upon a further temperature increase from 300 and 350 °C, respectively. The hardness reduction during early stages of heating may be assigned to relaxation and stress release due to clustering of sp² sites in the films [31,32], as it is not expected to have noticeable sp³ to sp² conversion happening at such a low temperatures up to 200°C. Young’s modulus of film ‘δ’ is almost constant with temperature rise until 300°C. After that further temperature rise leads to a sharp reduction in Young’s modulus of this film. A similar result can be seen in its hardness (Figure 23(b)). The Young’s modulus of films ‘β’ and ‘γ’ is constant until 350°C, and after that it starts declining gradually for both films.

- **Raman spectroscopy**
  Microstructure characterization may give more information about the hardness reduction by temperature rise. To monitor probable chemical changes within the films by temperature rise, Raman spectroscopy was used. The Raman spectra of the films over 25x25μm² area (21x21 scan points) in the range of 600 – 2400 cm⁻¹ were taken at different temperatures and then averaged over the scanned area. The scanned area was kept invariant for each film by temperature rise. The evolution of the normalized Raman spectra of films ‘α’ – ‘δ’ by temperature rise are shown in Figure 24(a)-(d) respectively. Every spectrum in Figure 24(a) consists of an asymmetric broad peak at ~1550 cm⁻¹ and a square topped peak at ~950 cm⁻¹. The latter is attributed to the second-order Raman spectrum of the Si substrate and decreases with increasing temperature from 350 °C, indicating increased optical absorption of the 532nm probe beam by film ‘α’, presumably from the increased sp² content at higher temperature which has a higher absorption cross section for the Raman process [25]. No noticeable change can be seen from the Raman spectra of film ‘α’ with temperature rise, although, spectra of the other films clearly show evolution of the D peak as a result of temperature rise. The G and D peaks could be seen separately in the spectra of film ‘γ’ at 450°C and film ‘δ’ at 400 and 450°C.
The $I_D/I_G$ values are plotted against temperature for films ‘α’ – ‘δ’ in Figure 25(a). The inserted graph shows the differences in $I_D/I_G$ value of the Raman spectrum at any given temperature and the corresponding $I_D/I_G$ value at RT ($\Delta I_D/I_G$). All films show similar behavior regarding the $I_D/I_G$ change with temperature evolution: with an initial invariant stage and then a rising stage. However, the length of initial invariant stage is different for each film and shrinks from film ‘α’ to ‘δ’. This initial invariant stage can be attributed to the microstructure stability of the films. Hence, the thermal stability of the films depends on their initial sp³ content. For film ‘α’ the initial invariant stage continues until 400°C, but after that $I_D/I_G$ starts to rise. The rise in $I_D/I_G$ indicates that sp²-bonded carbon sites are organizing into clusters or ring-like structures [25]. The initial invariant stage continues until 250°C for film ‘β’, 200°C for films ‘γ’ and ‘δ’. Film ‘δ’ shows different behavior compared to the other films since further temperature rise from 300°C leads to sharp increase in its $I_D/I_G$ value but after this sharp increase, the $I_D/I_G$ value plateaus at 400°C. Whilst the rate of increase (with respect to T) of $I_D/I_G$ values for films ‘β’ and ‘γ’ is much lower compared to film ‘δ’, as it continues rising until the end of temperature-course for both films.

Figure 25(b) shows the G peak position in the spectra of films ‘α’ – ‘δ’ at different temperatures. The inserted graph shows the differences between the G peak position of the spectrum at any given temperature and the corresponding G peak position of the spectrum at RT ($\Delta G$). Similar to the $I_D/I_G$ changes, the G peak shift with temperature rise has an initial invariant stage and then a shifting stage when it moves to higher wavenumber. However, the shift of G peak for film ‘α’ which starts with a temperature rise from 400°C is negligible. The G peak position is almost constant until 250°C for film ‘β’, and until 200°C for films ‘γ’ and ‘δ’. Similarly to the trend in $I_D/I_G$, an ascending order in the G peak position shift toward higher wavenumbers with temperature rise could be
seen from film ‘α’ to ‘δ’. Again unlike the other films, for film ‘δ’ the G peak position remains invariant after 400°C (similar to I$_G$/I$_C$ changes in Figure 25(a)).

In view of these results it is plausible that during the annealing process first a clustering of the sp$^2$ bonded carbon atoms happens, without a change in relative sp$^3$ content of the films. The consequences of the sp$^2$ sites clustering is alteration in some physical properties, e.g. optical gap, electrical resistivity, and reduction in compressive stress [33, 34]. The I$_G$/I$_C$ rise and the G line shift to higher wavenumbers with temperature evolution can be attributed to structural change of the films with conversion of a fraction of sp$^3$ bonds to sp$^2$: hence the films may be becoming graphitic clusters or layers [35]. Therefore, considering Figure 25(a) and (b), the limits of thermal stability of films ‘α’ – ‘δ’ can be assessed to be at temperatures below 400, 250, 200 and 200°C, respectively. The plateau stages seen for film ‘δ’ in Figure 25(a) and (b) at T≥400°C may be attributed to the initiation of nano-crystalline graphite transformation to perfect graphite in which the decline in I$_G$/I$_C$ ratio and shift of G peak to lower wavenumber is expected. The sharp reduction in hardness of film ‘δ’ at 350°C can be correlated to this proposed transformation.

Comparison of the hardness reduction with temperature rise (Figure 23(b)) with the data in Figure 25(a) and (b), reveals that hardness reduction occurs even before the bulk structure of the films starts to chemically change. The clustering of sp$^2$ sites may happen before sp$^3$ to sp$^2$ transition where I$_G$/I$_C$ starts to rise and the G peak begins to shift to higher wavenumbers. The sp$^2$ site clustering will result in reduction of compressive stress [34], which should be evident by G peak shift to lower wavenumbers [36]. However, except for the film ‘β’ and only when the temperature rises from RT to 100°C, no shift of the G peak to lower wavenumbers could be seen from Figure 25(b).

The continuous hardness reduction with temperature rise seen in Figure 23(b), below the graphitization temperature of each film needs to be addressed as it may not be only due to stress reduction. The substrate material, Si (Single crystal), was also characterized using our coordinated mapping technique under different temperatures. The hardness and Young’s modulus of Si against temperatures are presented in supporting information. The data shows that hardness of Si is not affected by temperature rise. Therefore, the hardness reduction for a-C films with temperature rise should be the dominant factor.

Another possibility is that the surface of the films is more temperature sensitive than the bulk. It should be noted that Raman is not a surface specific technique; whereas nanoindentation can be affected by changes that happen in surface layers. Therefore, using Raman spectroscopy, it is not possible to detect any changes that occur solely at the surface layers. Kelires [37] has studied the surface properties of ta-Cs by applying Monte Carlo simulations. His simulations showed that the sp$^2$ sites in the film are largely clustered. The atoms with sp$^2$ bonding have inhomogeneous distribution as a function of depth from the surface and the degree of clustering intensifies close surface region. It is expected to have a thin surface layer, roughly ~1.3 nm thick that displays stronger sp$^2$ characteristics compared to the bulk. This is because during deposition the outer atomic layer restructures as a graphite layer lying in the plane of the surface [37,38]. Kelires presumed that this sp$^2$-rich surface layer is intrinsic to the growth process due to deep sublimation. He also found that in the near-surface region, the defect formation energies are remarkably less than both diamond and graphite.

- **Topological studies**

If we propose that there is richer sp$^2$ content (high degree of clustering) near the surface region compared to the bulk during deposition for all a-C films rather than only for ta-C film, this hypothesis can be tested. Above a critical temperature depending to the sp$^3$ content of the bulk, the sp$^3$ to sp$^2$ conversion starts to happen. This conversion could be detected using Raman spectroscopy as Raman is bulk sensitive technique. However, the atoms near the surface with high degree of clustering may experience surface relaxation or oxidation with temperature rise, even before the graphitization happens in the bulk of the films. To investigate such a possibility, the changes in the surface roughness of the films during the temperature rise were measured and these are plotted in Figure 26. It is obvious that the surface roughness of films ‘γ’ and ‘δ’ dramatically increases with temperature rise from 350°C. While such a dramatic increase in surface roughness of film ‘α’ does not happen until the end of temperature-course.

The increase occurs for film ‘β’ upon a temperature rise from 400°C. The dramatic increase in surface roughness of film ‘δ’ happens right after a sharp decrease is seen in its hardness (Figure 23(b)) and Young’s modulus (Figure 23(c)). For films ‘β’ and ‘γ’ it also happens after the slope of their curves of hardness and Young’s modulus with T changes. The dramatic increase in surface roughness happens at temperatures higher than those for which Raman data shows the bulk chemical structure has started to change. The dramatic increase in surface roughness together with Raman spectra and hardness characterization indicate that the profound increase in surface roughness can be the result of structural changes in the bulk of these films. The inserted graph shows the changes in surface roughness of the films before the dramatic rise, in order to magnify the smaller changes in surface roughness that occur at T<350 for films ‘β’ – ‘δ’. From the inserted graph, it can be seen that even the surface roughness of film ‘α’ gently increases with temperature rise from 350 to 400°C. The surface roughness of the films ‘β’ and ‘γ’ seems to start rising after 100°C, while for film ‘δ’ it starts to increase from RT. However,
these changes in surface roughness are small compared to the sharp increase which happens at \( T \geq 350 \, ^\circ C \). The rise in surface roughness of film ‘\( \beta \)’ – ‘\( \delta \)’ at \( T < 350 \, ^\circ C \) and for film ‘\( \alpha \)’ at 350 \, ^\circ C \) may be the result of changes that happen in the surface and not in the bulk, considering that Raman spectra do not show structural changes in the bulk in this range. Our assumption is that the origin of changes in the surface is either surface relaxation in the top-most atomic layers or oxidization of the surface. In any case, the surface roughness change clearly shows that surface of the films endure some changes even before the chemical structure change in the bulk could be detected in their Raman spectra.

![Figure 26](image)

Figure 26. The changes in the surface roughness of films ‘\( \alpha \)’ – ‘\( \delta \)’ with temperature rise measured over a 25\( \mu \)m\( ^2 \) square. The scanned areas were kept constant for each film until the end of the temperature-course. Each data is the average of tests on 2 samples. The inserted graph magnifies the small changes in surface roughness occurs at temperature below the temperature where dramatic rise is surface roughness of film ‘\( \beta \)’ – ‘\( \delta \)’ happens.

To further investigate the possible surface changes with temperature rise, a nanoscratch test was carried out at different temperatures up 180 \, ^\circ C \) on film ‘\( \delta \)’. This film was selected for further analyses because it shows the most surface roughness change. A wide range of normal force (100 - 8000\( \mu \)N) was employed at each temperature to study the response of the film at different penetration depths. The friction coefficient and the normal displacement values derived from the nanoscratch test at different temperatures are shown in Figure 27(a) and (b), respectively. As expected, the normal displacement increases with increase in the applied normal force. From Figure 27(a), it is clear that friction coefficient for the scratches performed with very low normal force (100 \( \mu \)N), hence shallow scratch depths, strongly depends on the temperature, increasing dramatically with increasing temperature. This dependency gets weaker as we increase the normal force (the larger normal displacements). The friction coefficient remains almost constant with temperature rise when the scratch is performed using 5000 and 8000\( \mu \)N normal forces. Therefore, it can be concluded that the top surface layers are more sensitive to temperature compared to the bulk. The dramatic increase in friction coefficient for shallow scratches with temperature rise can be the consequence of the changes happening in surface layers. When the indentation tip moves at shallow depths (inside the top layers of the film) at elevated temperatures, the surface layers which have endured some changes, hence becoming softer, can gradually be accumulated in front of the moving tip. Therefore, higher lateral force will be needed to push the build-up material in front of the tip. When the indentation depth is increased, the softer part of the material on the surface is only a small portion of the material affected by scratch. Therefore, the build-up and increase of friction coefficient is not as significant as shallow scratch depths.

![Figure 27](image)

Figure 27 a) Friction coefficient against temperature of film ‘\( \delta \)’ with different employed normal force (lines are guide for the eye) and b) Corresponding normal displacement to each employed normal force against temperature. The Data is the average of 4 tests for each point. (The gray arrow shows the increment in normal force).
To support our conclusions from the nanoscratch results, nanowear tests on film ‘δ’ at RT, 100 and 200°C were performed with normal force of 780 μN. The dimension of the wear area was 2.5x2.5μm². The SPM images over 6x6μm² area and their corresponding cross section profiles are presented in Figure 28. From Figure 28, it can be seen that the wear depth increases from 3 to 5nm upon a temperature rise from RT to 100°C showing that the surface layers become softer as the temperature rises. However, when the wear test is performed at 200°C, the surface topography changes dramatically due to the wear test and a build-up of material on one side (right hand in the image) of the worn area could be seen. Additionally the wear depth increased to 20nm. When the indentation tip moves from left to right, it sweeps the surface layers which have endured changes and have been softened. Therefore, this build-up of worn material is formed. Interestingly, the volume of these build-up increases in the direction of the wear scratch lines order (The tip scratches the film from left to right and then moves upward to do the next scratch) and the height of this build-up reaches up to 60 nm by the final wear scratch lines. This can indicate that the nature of the changes happening in the surface of the film is time dependent.

Figure 28 SPM images and cross section profiles for the wear test on sample ‘δ’ at RT, 100 and 200°C.

These observations all support the idea of the additional surface sensitivity to temperature rise, compared to the bulk and make it possible to explain the hardness reduction at temperatures below the critical temperature of onset of chemical structure evolution in the bulk. While the changes occurring in the surface can have significant impact on nanoindentation and surface roughness measurements, they cannot be detected by Raman spectroscopy as Raman is bulk sensitive technique. We could not definitively assign the origin of these changes at this stage, but we propose that it may be due to surface relaxation. To fully understand the mechanisms behind such surface sensitivity to temperature rise, more in-situ studies using surface sensitive techniques are needed.

3.6 Knowledge Transfer between the Collaborating Groups (Penn-CCU)

To strengthen collaboration between the two groups, since the last report, a graduate student from CCU, Yi Pan Lin, visited Prof. Carpick’s lab and spent 2 weeks interacting with the postdoctoral researcher in Prof. Carpick’s group, Dr. Rodrigo Bernal. This enabled the two groups to exchange information, methods, and knowledge, and to brainstorm on ideas. The student from CCU received extensive, hands-on training in the methods developed
in Prof. Carpick’s lab, and this enabled him to then to lead new experiments at CCU. Below are photographs from the visit.
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